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Key pointsKey points
establishing the existence of glueballs (and hybrids) requires

demonstrating that their existence is expected from QCD
– Monte Carlo + lattice regulator + realistically light quark masses
– identifying states which couple predominantly to purely gluonic

interpolating operators  (mixing?)
experimental confirmation of the QCD predictions of their 
properties

– masses, decay channels, …
no firm predictions yet from lattice studies since quarks too heavy

lattice community working very hard to get to smaller quark mass
SciDAC funding QCDOC turns on in April, Fermilab/JLab clusters

last few years have been a “re-tooling” period
coding efforts to deal with the complications of light quark mass
the importance of good interpolating operators
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Current status of lattice technologyCurrent status of lattice technology
pure gauge methods entirely satisfactory
inclusion of light quark loops is current hurtle

inversion of huge matrices by conjugate gradient required in 
updating and computation of quark propagators
especially severe as quark mass becomes light
must confront issue of unstable resonances

– the days of single correlators are over!
requires correlation matrix and finite-size techniques
requires inclusion of multi-hadron operators

– all-to-all quark propagators or clever tricks
teraflop parallel computing power now available

– in the US:  SciDAC Jlab, Fermilab, BNL(Columbia)
fermion actions with better chiral symmetry

overlap, domain wall, improved staggered
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YangYang--Mills SU(3) Mills SU(3) GlueballGlueball SpectrumSpectrum
pure-glue mass spectrum  known

still needs some “polishing”
improve scalar states 

“experimental” results in simpler
world (no quarks) to help build
models of gluons
mass ratios predicted, overall 
scale is not
mass gap with $1 million bounty 
(Clay mathematics institute)

C. Morningstar and M. Peardon, 
Phys. Rev. D 60, 034509 (1999)

MeV, states labeled by)20(4101
0 =−r PCJ
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SU(N) SU(N) GlueballsGlueballs
recent study of                         glueballs in SU(N),   N=2,3,4,5
masses depend linearly on 
large               limits differ little from 

Lucini, Teper, JHEP 06, 050 (2001).

*0,2,0 ++++++

2/1 N 2/1 N 2/1 N
∞→N 3=N
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Inclusion of quark loopsInclusion of quark loops
scalar glueball results 2002

quark masses near strange
still exploratory
difficult to get adequate

statistics
light quarks problematic
mixing, resonances

no correlation matrices

SESAM: PRD62, 054503 (2000)

UKQCD: PRD65, 014508 (2002)

HEMCGC: PRD44, 2090 (1991)
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Mixing with Mixing with quarkoniaquarkonia
once quark loops included, does nature of glueballs radically change?

no evidence of major changes seen in lattice studies so far
conclusions still only tentative

Weingarten and Lee (PRD61,014015 (2000)) examined this issue
glueball-quarkonium mixing energy consistent with zero (~40 MeV)

large variation with lattice spacing
quenched approximation (problematic due to ghost state 
contributions in scalar quarkonium propagator)
scalar quarkonium
just below glueball
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Unquenched massesUnquenched masses
unquenched analysis (Hart, Teper, PRD65, 034502 (2002))

Wilson gauge, clover fermion action
tensor glueball mass same as pure-gauge
scalar mass suppression: 0.85 of pure-gauge

not finite volume effect
independent of quark mass!                                      

lattice artifact 
quarkonium states ignored

little shift of from
in relevant energy 

region when degenerate 
with glueball mass

sqf mmaN 2
1,fm1.0,2 ≥≈=

( )Sππ

πm2
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Mixing (continued)Mixing (continued)
tentative conclusion: 

mixing appears weak
continuum limit?

possibly unchanged by presence of quarks loops
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LightLight--quark hybridsquark hybrids
recent new determination of exotic       hybrid meson

improved staggered fermions (lighter quark masses)
quenched and unquenched, Wilson gluon action

0.09 fm
lightest mass still
above experiment

+−1

MILC, hep-lat/0301024≈a

quenched continuum limit

sduf mmmN === ,3

sdu mmm 4.0==

(around strange quark mass)
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CharmoniumCharmonium hybridshybrids
recent determination of some charmonium hybrids

quenched, several lattice spacings for continuum limit
improved, anisotropic gluon and fermion (clover) actions
results suggest significant (but not large) corrections from LBO

Liao, Manke, hep-lat/0210030
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BottomoniumBottomonium hybridshybrids
recent calculation of bottomonium hybrids confirms earlier results

quenched, several lattice spacings so             limit taken
improved anisotropic gluon and fermion (clover) actions
good agreement with Born-Oppenheimer (but errors large)

0→a

Liao, Manke, PRD65, 074508 (2002)

hybrids
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LHPC Spectroscopy EffortsLHPC Spectroscopy Efforts
spectroscopy is a powerful tool for distilling key degrees of freedom
charge from the late Nathan Isgur to extract the spectrum of baryons 
(Hall B at JLab)
formed the Lattice Hadron Physics Collaboration (LHPC) in 2000
current collaborators in spectroscopy efforts:  

Subhasish Basak, Robert Edwards, George Fleming,  David 
Richards, Ikuro Sato, Steve Wallace

for spectrum, need large sets of extended operators 
correlation matrix techniques

large sets of operators to be used to facilitate spin identification
must shun the usual method of operator construction which relies
on continuum space-time constructions
focus on constructing operators which transform irreducibly under 
the symmetries of the lattice
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Three stage approachThree stage approach
concentrate on baryons at rest (zero momentum)
operators classified according to the irreps of

(1) basic building blocks: smeared, covariant-displaced quark fields 

(2) construct elemental operators (translationally invariant)

flavor structure from isospin, color structure from gauge invariance

(3) group-theoretical projections onto irreps of 

wrote Grassmann package in Maple to do these calculations
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Incorporating orbital and radial structureIncorporating orbital and radial structure
displacements of different lengths build up radial structure
displacements in different directions build up orbital structure

operator design minimizes number of sources for quark propagators
useful for mesons, tetraquarks, pentaquarks even!
will incorporate hybrid meson operators (in progress) and glueballs
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Spin identification and other remarksSpin identification and other remarks

spin identification possible by pattern matching

total numbers of operators is huge uncharted territory
ultimately must face two-hadron scattering states

total numbers of operators assuming two 
different displacement lengths
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Preliminary resultsPreliminary results
principal effective masses for small set of 10 operators
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Effective massEffective mass
the “effective mass” is given by
notice that (take            )

the effective mass tends to the actual mass (energy) asymptotically
effective mass plot is convenient visual tool to see signal extraction

seen as a plateau
plateau sets in quickly                                         
for good operator
excited-state                                                           
contamination before                                                         
plateau
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Unleashing the Unleashing the variationalvariational methodmethod
consider the correlation function of an operator          given by a linear 
superposition of a set of operators 

choose coefficients      to minimize excited-state contamination
minimize effective mass at some early time separation

simply need to solve an eigenvalue problem
this is essentially a variational method!
yields the “best” operator by the above criterion
added benefit other eigenvectors yield excited states!!
structure of states from examination of eigenvectors
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Principal Principal correlatorscorrelators
application of such variational techniques to extract excited-state 
energies was first described in Luscher, Wolff, NPB339, 222 (1990)
for a given            correlator matrix                                            they 
defined the      principal correlators as the eigenvalues of

where     (the time defining the “metric”) is small
L-W showed that 
so the     principal effective masses defined by

now tend (plateau) to the      lowest-lying stationary-state energies 
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Principal effective masses Principal effective masses 
just need to perform single-exponential fit to each principal correlator
to extract spectrum!

can again use sum of two-exponentials to minimize sensitivity to    
note that principal effective                                   
masses (as functions of time)                                   
can cross, approach asymptotic                                  
behavior from below
final results are independent                                   
of    , but choosing larger values                              
of this reference time can introduce                            
larger errors

0t

mint
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Prospects and future plansProspects and future plans
inclusion of light quark loops

SciDAC funded efforts
re-tooling to handle anticipated complications
mixings with ππ, KK, etc., in finite box must be done
yields information about decays

glueball structure: form factors using plaquette as probe
revisit the calculations of Tickle, Michael, NPB333, 593 (1990) SU2

vacuum-glueball transition matrix elements
ongoing work: see progress report in hep-lat/0310013

but manpower limited!
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